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Adobe® Creative Suite® 6  
Master Collection
Design without limits

What’s new in CS6
Adobe Creative Suite 6 Master Collection software delivers 
unprecedented performance with blazing-fast 64-bit native support 
and GPU acceleration. Retouch images with astonishing ease using new 
Content-Aware tools; build robust, adaptive, HTML5- and CSS3-based 
designs; seamlessly manage content across multiple layouts; and freely 
edit video in native formats. 

New dimensions in digital imaging—Intuitively create stunning 3D artwork and 
vibrant videos. Edit images with exceptional precision. And design anything you can 
imagine—at amazing speed—with Adobe Photoshop® CS6 Extended.

Vector graphics that work across media—Create compelling graphics with 
Adobe Illustrator® CS6, the industry standard for vector drawing. Express your vision 
with shapes, color, effects, and typography—driven by the new Adobe Mercury 
Performance System so you can make fast work of your most complex creations.

Standards-based web authoring—Create compelling websites and apps for 
smartphones, tablets, and desktop computers with Adobe Dreamweaver® CS6.  
Quickly build adaptive designs by using fluid grid layout, review your work with 
Multiscreen Preview, and use support for jQuery Mobile and Adobe PhoneGap™ 
frameworks to streamline development of mobile apps.

Professional layouts for print and digital publishing—Create elegant and engaging 
pages with Adobe InDesign® CS6. Whether you’re preparing documents for print, 
online, or tablet devices, you have pixel-perfect control over design and typography. 
Easily adapt page layouts to look great on any printed page or screen size.

Efficient, fluid video editing—Edit your way with Adobe Premiere® Pro CS6, the 
ultimate cross-platform video editing software. Edit low-resolution to 5K and higher 
resolution footage without transcoding. Get stunning 64-bit performance, highly 
intuitive workflows, and timesaving Adobe integration as you deliver video for  
any screen.

Groundbreaking motion graphics and visual effects—Deliver cinematic visual 
effects and motion graphics with industry-standard Adobe After Effects® CS6. Work 
fast with Global Performance Cache. Extend your creativity with a 3D camera tracker, 
extruded text and shapes, and more.

Creative Suite 6 Master 
Collection components:

•	 Adobe Photoshop  
CS6 Extended

•	  Adobe Illustrator CS6

•	 Adobe InDesign CS6

•	 Adobe Acrobat® X Pro

•	 Adobe Flash®  
Professional CS6

•	 Adobe Flash Builder®  
4.6 Premium

•	 Adobe Dreamweaver CS6

•	 Adobe Fireworks® CS6

•	  Adobe Premiere Pro CS6

•	 Adobe After Effects CS6

•	 Adobe Audition® CS6

•	 Adobe SpeedGrade™ CS6

•	 Adobe Prelude CS6

•	 Adobe Encore® CS6

Additional components:

•	 Adobe Bridge CS6

•	 mocha for After Effects 
CS6*

•	 Adobe Story CS6

•	 Adobe Dynamic Link

•	 Adobe Media Encoder CS6

* English user interface only.
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Still using Creative Suite 5 Master Collection?
What’s new since CS5
Work at the speed of your imagination with features added since CS5 Master Collection. These new features and many 
more enable you to work fluidly on your most complex projects with tools optimized for speed and performance.

Content-Aware image 
retouching tools

Retouch images with stunning results in Photoshop Extended. Use the Remix tool to  
 move a selection with auto-recompose and blend. Content-Aware Patch lets you control 
patch samples.

Mercury Performance 
System 

Work with precision, speed, and rock-solid stability on large, complex files due to native 
64-bit support on Mac OS and Windows® with RAM and overall performance optimization 
in Illustrator CS6.

Fluid grid layout for 
mobile devices

Design and develop confidently for mobile devices with advanced tools in Dreamweaver 
CS6, including CSS3-based layouts that scale responsively to all screen sizes and  
form factors.

Global Performance 
Cache

Create more in less time with unprecedented 64-bit performance. This revolution "under 
the hood" makes After Effects CS6 fast and responsive by taking full advantage of the power 
in your computer’s hardware.

Adobe Mercury 
Graphics Engine

Experience blazing-fast interactions when using Liquify, Puppet Warp, Crop, Transform,  
and Lighting Effects in Photoshop CS6 Extended. Work with unprecedented speed  
and responsiveness.

 
Still using Creative Suite 4 Master Collection? 
What’s new since CS4
Discover great features added since CS4 Master Collection, including all the new features described above. Realistic 
painting effects enable extraordinary creativity, interactive documents and mobile device support take your ideas to 
new audiences, and the Adobe Mercury Playback Engine boosts video editing performance like never before.

Extraordinary image 
editing

Use the Mixer Brush and Bristle Tips in Photoshop CS6 Extended to explore lifelike, 
naturally textured painting. Add dimension to your imagery with 3D extrusions using Adobe 
Repoussé technology, and make precise image selections with Truer Edge technology.

Interactive documents 
and presentations

Create memorable documents and presentations with interactivity, motion, sound, and 
video in InDesign CS6. Enhance layouts with rich media using motion presets and support 
for FLV and MP3 audio file import to engage your audiences.

Puppet Warp
Precisely reposition or warp any image element in Photoshop CS6 Extended to create a 
more visually appealing image. Swing a raised arm to a person's side in a photo, stretch text 
to create new effects, and more.


